
Do Hosts Slow Down Or Put You On A Slower Server After Some 
Time? (3.5 mln speed test, 5 years,15 hosts) 

 

You’ve probably heard of or even experienced yourself that once you start using a hosting it 
performs pretty well at the beginning. But after several months it looks like you are moved to a 
slower server.  

I decided to use years of my non-stop speed monitoring of 15 hosts to analyze this hypothesis.  
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What I’ve done to analyze the speed of the hosts 

1. Took monthly average speed data for the 15 hosts I had been monitoring from February 
2016 to November 2020 using the monitoring tool monitis.com. This makes almost 5 
years of data. I started to monitor each hosting in a non-stop manner right after I bought 
the hosting plan (the monitoring methodology is here). Totally there was about 3.5 mln 
speed tests done. 

2. Built speed charts for each hosting using average monthly data (see table data here).  
3. Visually analyzed how speed changes to see if it is true that hosts put you on a slower 

server after several months as you buy a hosting. 
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Something to say before going into the analysis 

 The hosts that I’ve been monitoring are considered to be good and great hosts. They 
are not the hosts known for unethical behavior. Making a conclusion for any hosting in 
the world analyzing only my hosts is not correct. In other words, the set of hosts that I 
am analyzing is not representative. 

 Having said the above, why do I still making this research? The point is that I assume 
you make some research before choosing a host. And if you filter out unethical hosts, 
then my set of hosts will become more representative. This way it makes sense to 
analyze the speed of my hosts then. 

  

What I’ve seen and my thoughts  

Here’s a chart with monthly average hosting speed values displayed (each chart represents about 
5 years of data):  
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1. To a certain extent it indeed looked like many hosts performed well at the beginning and 
then the performance degraded. At least 11 host out of 15 behaved like this.  

2. Assuming that most hosts (11 hosts) behave in a very similar unethical way looked like 
a conspiracy theory. Although it still could be true (anything can happen in our life), I 
wanted to look for some other explanations. 

3. Here’s one of the reasons why this hypothesis (i.e. these hosts move your account to a 
slower server after a while) does not look like a true one. The point is that the clear 
pattern of slowing down takes place only at the beginning of the monitoring whereas 
during these 5 years I bought hosts again as a new user. But there were no such 
similarly significant speed changes any more like the one at the beginning.  

4. This made me think that the speed increasing anomaly at the very beginning was not 
totally connected with hosting speed. Perhaps it was due to issues on a monitoring 
tool’s side. Let’s try to check this. 

5. I picked out the peaks (clearly noticeable slow months) soon after the beginning of the 
monitoring. And tried to pick out just one month. It appeared like it was the 9th month 
starting from the beginning. And I put it on the chart (see the orange vertical lines on the 
charts). 

6. So, I assumed that during about the first 9th month from the time when I started using 
the monitoring service the monitoring service itself showed slower results within time. Or 
in other words, at the beginning it showed better speed results than it should have to. 

7. One of the arguments why monitoring service may change its algorithms to measure 
websites speed is that there are multiple speed testing tools which show different speed 
for the same website at the same time (see my research here on this topic). Moreover, 
different speed testing tools show like the same website performs differently within time. 
In other words, speed testing tools are not super precise when testing website speed. 
But at least they give data for analysis which is really much better than a simple guess 
work or sporadic single speed tests (here’s my research why single speed tests are very 
unreliable).  

8. At the same time not all hosts clearly show the pattern of slowing down from the very 
beginning and having the slowest performance on the 9th month (which could be a very 
solid argument of the monitoring tools being in charge of this anomaly).  

9. The above point drives home another assumption that some host (which did not show 
the patterns of slowing down at the beginning) in fact increased their speed. The 
monitoring tools did not reveal that because it was assumingly slowing down the results. 
But is it 100% true? I can’t say so.  

10. The final argument why the host (at least the ones that I had been monitoring) likely do 
not put you on a slower server after some months is that the speed of many hosts 
fluctuate or even improve within time.  

11. The above point helps to assume the following. Some hosts may simply continue putting 
clients on a server and then when it appears that the server is too full (the websites on 
the accounts become too slow), the hosting moves some accounts to a new server or 
removing server abusers from a server (sharp improvement of speed). And a gradual 
speed improvement of website speed on a hosting may be connected with better server 
management. 

  

Conclusion 

This is a kind of a research when I expected to get other results when I just thought of starting 
doing this research. But the results I got made me look deeper. 

I thought (and still think) that decent hosts do not behave in an unethical way like for example 
putting you on a fast server at the beginning and after sometime putting you on a slower server. 
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This is simply not the way well-established and high-reputable hosts do. This is too mean and can 
be done only by hosts which play really risky (not the host in my list). 

My monitoring results indeed showed good speed at the beginning and the speed was becoming 
worse gradually for about 9 next months in general. This could be a proof of unethical behavior of 
the hosts. But looking deeper reveals other factors why this pattern might take place.  

One of the factors (at least in my case) is that there were probably some particularities with the 
monitoring system which changed its algorithms to measure website speed. 

Another argument why a host might be not as mean as sometimes people may think is that hosts 
may not only show decreasing speed, but also within time the hosting speed increases (like in my 
examples, see the chart)! Yes, it also may be connected with particularities of a monitoring 
system. But there is no 100% reliable tool to know that.  

After all, if you experience that your website became slower that it used to be, then it’s probably 
true. Whether it was because your hosting oversold the server (put too many users on the same 
server), or whether it’s your website that got too much under the hood and became slower indeed, 
you have to do something. 

The first practical advice would be to contact your hosting support first and describe your 
concerns. Sometimes it may surprisingly help (the tech support look into the server and probably 
find the issues). It happens sometimes. 

Another practical advice is to optimize your website (and this is a typical reply from a hosting 
actually to your speed concerns). Easier said than done though. Probably using a free plugin like 
this can help fix your speed issues to a certain extent you if you are not technical person.  

Also, if it’s your website which has become too heavy, then the option is to go with a more 
powerful hosting plan (e.g. see this case suggesting affordable and very powerful hosting options).  

 

ORIGINAL BLOG POST URL: HTTPS://RESEARCHASAHOBBY.COM/HOSTS-SLOW-DOWN-SLOWER-SERVER-5-

YEARS/ 

 

I hope you enjoyed the article! 
You can read my free researches on resources and tools for bloggers and 

small business owners on this website. 

By the way, if we haven't met before - my name is Michael Bely. 

If you have any questions, visit my website and ask any questions in the 

comments or privately via the Contact Form. Don't be shy! 

 

Do you know that… 

More expensive hosts do NOT always mean better hosts? 

My Best Materials: 

 As full as possible list of EIG companies and brands with details (beware EIG hosting!) 

 Non-stop hosting monitoring reports 

 One best security plugin or combination of plugins? 

 Protect your website from hacking step-by-step – easy, free and very effective 

 How to migrate WordPress website to HTTPS the right way for free 
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 How to copy, clone, migrate big WordPress site easily and for free 

 The best email opt-in plugin I could find for my use 

 Other useful articles... 
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